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Abstract 

RECENT RESULTS OF H-MO DE STUDIES ON ASDEX. 
In a comparative study of various confinement regimes the H-mode demonstrated the best perfor

mance. Confinement enhancement factors (above ITER 89-P L-mode scaling) in the range of 
1.6 :5 f H :5 2.8 have been achieved with values depending on the divertor configuration, the wall 
condition, ELM behaviour and the plasma ion specíes. Long-puIse H-phases, with ELMs, ofup to 3.5 s 
with constant confinement time, recycling and impurity characteristics are achieved. H*-mode operation 
is possible without a loss of current scaling at q. values as low as 2.2. The {j-Iimit is the same with and 
without ELMs. Murakami parameters are similar in H- and L-modes (M :5 10 X 10 19 m-2 ·T-1

). A 
high perpendicular edge rotation velocity v J. is observed in the H-phase. v J. develops gradually during 
the H-phase and increases with Nr power. Though edge turbulence drops initially after the H-transition, 
edge fJuctuations appear again in quiescent phases which reduce the edge electron temperature. An ELM 
precursor has been identified in the frequency range of 100 :5 f :5 200 kHz. ELM induced losses set 
in during an turbulent phase following the precursor. ELM characteristics are the same at low or high 
edge pressure, for singular or 'grassy' ELMs. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

On ASDEX we have developed a sequence of confinement regimes in 
order to explore their inherent transport physics and also, to assess their 
perfonnance: 

(1) Degraded confinement regimes with medium peak.ed density 
profiles ( Saturated Ohmic Confinement [SOC], L-mode (co-NI)), 

(2) Improved confinement regimes with peak.ed density profiles 
{ Improved Ohmic Confinement [ IOC], pellet refuelled discharges 
[ PD ], L-mode counter neutral injection [ ctr-NI] } [ 1 ], 

(3) H-mode with fiat density profiles [ 2 ]. 
soe and IOe are obtained under ohmic conditions ( OH), L-mode co 

and ctr, and H-mode with NI, and PD both under OH and NI conditions. All 
improved regimes are distinguished by a substantial rise in the confinement 
time ( ~ 50% ). Transport analysis has benefitted from the possibility to 
compare regimes: SOC and IOC, L-mode (co-NI) and either H-mode or ctr
NI, gas-puff and pellet refuelling. The peak.ing of the density profile 
preferentially reduces the ion transport [ I ]; the edge transport barrier of the 
H-mode, frrst described in [ 3 ], leads to a substantial reduction of the electron 
transporto Momentum balance analysis of plasma rotation played a decisive 
role in the identification of the 10ss channel which causes the difference 
between an improved and a degraded regime [1]. 

The peak.ed density regimes have the following disadvantages: The IOC 
regime is limited to low power fiuxes across the separatrix [ 5 ]. Higher 
power fiuxes lead to the SOC or the L-regime. Ctr-NI plasmas with improved 
confinement never reached steady state and always disrupted. PD show a 
strong degradation of confinement with auxiliary heating power toward the 
usual L-mode leveI [ I ]. Both with ctr-NI [6] and in the quiescent phases of 
PD impurities accumulate with approximately neo-classical rates. 

This comparative study showed that the best perfonnance, the largest 
operational range, and the best prospects for satisfying the various reactor 
requirements can be expected from the H - mode. In the following, we will 
discuss the progress we made in H-mode studies. 

2 CONSTRAINTS ON THE DIVERTOR 
CONFIGURATION FOR GOOO H-MODES 

The major requirements for access to the H-mode at low power -
divertor configuration and ion-drift to the X-point [7] - are well documented. 
The importance of recycling [ 8 ] and impurity control wiIl be addressed here. 
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Tab.1. Exponents of the regression analysis in theform TE (ms) = const x 
lpa x B/3 ... ,H-mode power threshold, number of ana/yzed shotsfor 
the various conditions. ELMy cases: VI = O. H* case: 0.25 ~ VI ~ 
0.33. * in Ai column: only HO->D+ was studied. 

const Ip Bt ne Ptot Aj # Pthr 
CkA) (T) C 1 03 CMW) data CMW) 

cm-3) 

DY-I 0.82 0.71 0.18 -0.29 * ISO 1.1 
st.st. :t0.06 :t0.05 :t0.05 

DY-I 2.04 0.45 0.3 0.2 -0.6 0.46 75 1.8 
open H :tO. 1 :tO. 11 :t0.09 :t0.14 :t0.21 

DY-II 0.67 0.68 0.36 -0.49 0.27 217 1.3 

closed :tO.OS :t0.07 :t0.09 :t0.08 
H bor 

DY-II 0.16 1.08 -0.68 0.59 60 1.4 
closed :tO.OS :!:0.14 0.07 

H* bor 

Recycling aspects were studied for two divertor chamber configurations 
(divertor chambers DVI I DVII with large / small volumes [ 9 ] ) and for 
various stages of "leakiness" of DVII to the main chamber ( bypass 
conductance larger or smaller than the divertor neck conductance ). Thewall 
material was either the original stainless-steel wall or carbon or boron layers 
deposited on it [ 10 l. Table I gives the results Of"tE regression analysis 
( from f3dia ) and the H-mode power threshold for the various conditions. The 
divertor configuration affects the parameter scaling of "tE. Other studies 
indicated that also the quiescent H-phase has lower confinement in the "leaky" 
divertor and that carbonization leads to lower confinement quality. 

The distribution of the confinement enhancement factor f H Of"tE with 
respect to the ITER89-P L-mode scaling is plotted in Fig. 1 for the various 
conditions considered. The results demonstrate the necessity of having a 
closed divertor and the advantage of low-Z metallic wall coating. The best 
confinement is achieved under quiescent conditions with DO -> D+ injection, 
boronization and D VII - closed. f H is "" 2.8. 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of f H, the ratio of the measured ~E with that from the 
rrER 89-P L-mode scaling. 1) DV II" leaky ",2) DV I stainless-steel 
walls, closed, 3) DV II H*, boronizedwalls, DO -> D+, 4) DV II 
ELMy, boronized walls, analyzed at f3MAX, 5) DV II ELMy, 
boronized walls, long pulses ( L1t > 20 ~E). 

3 LONG QUASI-STEADY-STATE H-MODES 

Attempts to obtain the quiescent H-mode ( H* ) under steady state 
conditions on ASDEX were unsuccessful. In addition to the different divertor 
configurations and wall conditions we tried to develop it under stationary 
conditions with pumping or non-pumping target plate material ( Ti or Cu ) 
and with Ti gettering within the divertor chambers. The longest quiescent H
phases were obtained with boronized walls ( duration ~ 220 ms ). 

Quasi-steady state H-discharges with ELMs requirean optimized and 
constant ELM frequency as is obtained after boronization [ 11 ]. The 
optimum ELM frequency ( as a trade-off between impurity leveI and 
confinement degradation ) is obtained by careful radial and vertical 
positioning of the plasma column. A movement of 0.5 cm in the vertical 
direction and 1 cm in the horizontal direction decides between H and H*. A 
long quasi-steady state H-phase of 3.5 s ( ;;: 80 confinement times) is 
depicted in Figure 2. tE = 44 ms; tEfIp = 0.16 s/MA; f H = 1.9; f) / f)Troyon= 
0.7; ELM period "" 5.5 ms. Experimental traces are selected which 
demonstrate steady state conditions for confinement, recycling, and 
impurities. The longest H-phase ( with beam faults, however ) was 4.3 s. 
Figure 1 also shows f H obtained under ELMy conditions with boronized 
walls. Two cases are plotted: (1) The usual case with analysis at f)MAX; (2) a 
subset of long quasi-steady state H - phases ( > 20 x tE ) were selected. In 
order to assess the confinement quality during the pulse, data at 3 moments 
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are taken: at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of the H-phase: f H = 
1.9. To achieve steady state conditions, a degradation of f H has to be 
accepted. A specific study showed that a degradation of 20 % can provide 
quasi - steady state. 
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Fig.2. Example of a quasi-steady state H - discharge. Symbols are 
standard; ZeffisfromBremsstrahlung; Ptot = 1.65 MW. 
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4 EXPLORATION OF THE H-MODE IN CORNERS OF 
THE OPERATIONAL WINDOW 

4.1. Low-q operation 

With boronized walls ELM-free and ELMy H-modes have been studied 
over a large operational domain: 220 kA ~ Ip ~ 460 kA, 1.25 T ~ Bt ~ 2.8 T, 
2.2 ~ qa ~ 4.5 [12]. The best fully developed ELM-free H-phases are obtained 
at values of qa "" 3. For qa higher than 3.3 the ELMs are frequent. For qa < 
2.4 the ELM-free phase is interrupted by a hard disruption and the plasma 
energy cannot reach the values obtained for qa > 2.5. The power threshold to 
obtain ELM-free H-mode is somewhat higher than for ELMy H-discharges. 

The confinement analysis of the ELM-free discharges is performed 
when i3poI is still rising, when the dW/dt correction is 25% - 33% of the total 
heating power and the radiated power is small. The low qa discharges -
terminated by disruptions - are included. For Ptot > 2MW the quality factor 
'tE / Ip without ELMs and DO -> D+ "" 0.24 s/MA, for HO -> D+ it is "" 
0.20; with ELMs it is 0.14 for hydrogen injection. 'tE / Ip is almost 
independent of Ip and Bt. In particular, operation at low qa and high current 
does not show any pronounced degradation. 

4.2. j3-limit studies with and without ELMs 

A Troyon factor of 2.8 ( based on i3dia ) is obtained both for quiescent 
H-phases and the phases with ELMs [ 13 l. i3-limit operation with ELMs 
requires, however, a higher heating power. 

4.3. Density Iimit in the H-mode 

No detailed density limit program has been carried out. However, at 
low qa where the density limit for OH and L-mode plasmas is highest the H
mode density limit has been determined for the H-mode with ELMs. It is 
comparable to the corresponding L-mode limito na = 1.05 x 10 cm-3 has been 
obtained corresponding to a Murakami parameter of 10x 1 O 19m -2T - 1 • f H at 
the density limit is 1.85. With pellet refuelling of H-mode discharges values 
of M up to 13 could be achieved. Owing to the superior particle confinement 
successful density built up with pellets is possible in the H-mode. 

5 POLOIDAL ROTATION 

The poloidal rotation of He, C, and B impurities has been measured at 
the plasma periphery [ 14 l. The measurement on helium-like boron were the 
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Fig. 3. Poloidal ( vp ), perpendicular ( V.1), and toroidal ( VI) drift velocity 
at the edge. ( a) H a within divertor, time dependence of 
perpendicular velocity , ion temperature and electron pressure 
gradient within the thermal barrier, the three velocity vectors in the 
L-phase ( b ) and in H* -modes with different Br-directions ( c,d ). 

most successful. This impurity developed intrinsically after boronization of 
the vessel wall. The plasma edge was explored from 36 to 40 em (a = 40 
em). The measurements were carried out with a scannable mirror system 
which allows the deterrnination of poloidal ( vp), perpendicular (V.l.), and 
toroidal ( Vt ) velocities. The poloidal and perpendicular velocities, given 
below, are averages from data obtained from opposing viewing directions. 

Velocity vectors, as measured in the three directions, are plotted in 
Fig.3 for L and two quiescent H-phases with different toroidal field 
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directions. ( For technical reasons, Ip had to be changed with Bt; the 
negative Bt case is therefore studied in a quiescent H-phase with ctr-NI.) Vt 
is basically identical for the three cases. ( At smaller radii, Vt is larger in the 
H- than in the L-phase. ) In the L-mode vp and v.l are small and point into the 
direction of B x Vp; in the two H - phases vp and V.l are large and point in the 
-B x Vp ( electron drift) direction. vp and V.l change sign when the direction 
of Bt is changed. 

The high poloidal velocity cannot be explained in terms of the pressure 
gradient of the impurity ion under study but indicates the existence of a 
strong inward directed radial E-field ( confrrming the finding of Dill-D [15] ) 
of I Er I:s; 20 kV/m. The gradient in vp is small; the diagnostic accuracy did 
not allow for the determination of a gradient in Er. 

vp and V.l increase gradually after the transition and show a temporal 
variation similar to that of edge gradients. As an example, the edge ion 
temperature ( from Doppler measurements ) and Pe' are plotted in Fig. 3. 
When ELMs occur or in ELMy H-phases vp and V.l decrease and remain at 
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Fig.4. (a) Development of edge density (reflectometry )from the L-phase, 

0.5 ms after the transition and then in a quiescent phase which 
developed after an EIMy phase; ( b ) radial variation of edge 
fluctuations from the L-mode during the H* phase for the same time 
points.lp = 460 kA; Bt = 2.8 T; PtOl = 2.0 MW. 
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small values. Nevenheless, in this case also, vp and v 1.. point in -B x Vp 
direction. The highest values of vp and v 1.. ( reached toward the end of the H* 
phase ) rise with heating power. The edge drift velocities have also been 
studied at two different Bt values ( Ip was also changed to keep qa constant). 
No distinct difference has been observed. These various observations indicate 
that the origin of Er may be the pressure or temperature gradients at the edge. 
Er corresponding to Er = VPi / ni e (VPi being the deuterium pressure 
gradient; estimated with the assumption that p('" Pe' ) is, however, not more 
than 50% of the measured one. The neo - classical flow velocity vp = - const. 
x VTi I e B is approximately 30% of the measured one assuming const. = L 
The collisionalities at the edge prior to the transition are typical1y Ve* > 5 
and Vi* > 10 ( as deduced from edge temperature, density and Zeff 
measurements). Apan from reflectometry ( see Fig. 4), however, none of the 
edge diagnostics on ASDEX can resolve the actual gradients. 

6 TRANSITION AND FLUCTUATION STUDIES 

ECE radiometer measurements revealed that an H-transition which is 
triggered by a sawtooth occurs at the arrival of the heat pulse at the edge. 
Then the edge transpon barrier [ 3 ] develops. The Ha radiation decreases at 
various positions ( main plasma chamber, upper and lower, inner and outer 
divenor chamber ) simultaneously within "" 80 ~s. In Fig. 4a the development 
of the edge density profile ( as measured by broadband reflectometry [ 16 ] ) 
is shown. The first H-mode profile is obtained "" 1.5 ms after the H -
transition. The transpon barrier expands radially during the quiescent phase at 
constant density gradient. The edge fluctuation leveI decreases. The most 
striking observation is the rapid reduction of the edge turbulence measured 
within the transpon barrier by FIR laser scattering. Radially propagating 
modes are investigated. The fluctuation leveI drops within < 1 ms to a low 
leveI comparable with that during the OH phase (despite of strongly 
increased edge density ). Figure 4b shows the fluctuation leveI as measured 
with reflectometry and indicates the radial regions of low fluctuation leveI 
during the quiescent H-phase. 

A1though, originally reduced, the edge fluctuations can strongly 
increase in the course of the quiescent phase to leveIs even above those of the 
L-mode. They are detected by edge FIR scattering, reflectometry, edge soft-X 
ray emission, and edge electron temperature (radiometer). Unlike the broad
band L-mode turbulence, the fluctuation frequency is around 45 kHz 
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indicating the coherent nature of these fIuctuations. They develop after a 
delay time in the quiescent phase and do not appear between ELMs. The edge 
Te is instantly reduced; the high v 1. or the density built up are not impaired. 
The reduction of Te may ultimately cause the transition back into the L-phase. 
( Other studies indicate that the back-transition is not caused by excessive 
impurity radiation. ) 

7 MHD STUDIES ON ELMS 

ELMs are importailt to keep the ASDEX plasma clean and to produce 
steady state conditions. Furthermore, as described in paper [ 17] they 
contribute to the deposition of heat onto the target plates. Their MHD nature 
has still not been identified. The T e-inversion point of ELMs is about 4 - 5 cm 
inside the separatrix: for r > 36 cm Te transient1y increases; r < 35 cm it 
decreases. The inversion radius does not change with qa ( in the range 3.1 ::; 
qa::; 4.2 ). 

The ELM frequency can vary strongly during the H-phase. Figure 5a 
shows a plasma with a single ELM shortly after the transition folIowed by a 
group of 4 ELMS, then 2 singular ELMs and, finalIy, a sequence of grassy 
ELMs. Further MHD effects are a sawtooth in the L-phase (1), one which 
triggers the H-transition (2), a sawtooth in the quiescent H-phase (4) and one 
amidst the group of 4 ELMs (5). This sequence of MHD effects was studied 
with an hf-Mimov loop (digitizing time 300 ns). Figure 5 (1) - (8)showsthe 
development of the frequency spectra as contour plots. The characteristic 
low-frequency m ~ 2 modes accompanying the m = 1 sawtooth precursor, 
ELM-precursors in the frequency range 100 - 200 kHz folIowed by a strongly 
turbulent phase with a frequency spectrum reaching up to 300 kHz at the 
occurrence of ELMs, are shown. The duration of the turbulent phase, which 
causes the particle and energy losses, is typically 200 J,ls. Hf-ELM precursor 
modes may also appear as transient oscillations without causing an ELM in a 
manner already familiar from m ~ 1 fishbones. The growth rate of an ELM 
precursor is typicalIy 50 J,ls. The precursor to the first ELM Cf "" 180 kHz) in 
Fig. 5 (3) has the lowest growth rate. Figure 5 c shows the integrated Mimov 
signal for the upper ELM in Fig. 5 (5). The successive turbulent phase is 
averaged and displays the gross plasma movement. Figure 5 b shows the Ha. 
radiation measured with a fast detector in the main chamber. Ha rises 
simultaneously within 20 Ils at alI toroidal positions in the main chamber, in 
the upper and lower divertor and in the inner and outer divertor SOL 

The ELM features do not differ between ELMs· occurring at low 
pressure shortly after the transition, singular ELMs or in grassy ELM phases. 
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Fig_ 5. (a) Ha in the divertor chamber; the numbers indicate the time point 
ofvarious MHD activity. (b, c) Hasignal in main chamber and 
Mirnov-loop signal ( Br) ofthe 3. EIM in (5). (1) - (8) Time 
development offrequency spectrafor the various MHD effects: (1), 
(2), (4) sawteeth, (3) - (8) ELMs, (5) 3 ElMs and a sawtooth a/ter 
the 1st ELM. 
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The edge electron pressure gradient is stabilized at a lower leveI by repeti tive 
ELMs . In appropriately positioned discharges ( as described above ) ELMs 
can be suppressed and much larger Pe' ( scaling with Ip ) can be sustained at 
the edge. 

Although we cannot present results on the topology of ELM precursors, 
the observations are in qualitative agreement with an edge stability analysis 
presented in Ref. [ 2 ]. 

8 CONCLUSIONS 

A comparative study of various confinement regimes revealed the 
superiority of the H-mode. A1though quiescent H-phases do not seem to be 
suitable for steady-state operation, they might nevertheless be the best 
scenario for ignition. For continuous bum the transition to the regular H
phase with ELMs might be necessary. Divertor design and wall material seem 
to be crucial for a large f H value and for the development of quasi-steady 
state conditions. For minimizing the ELM-induced losses, the ELM
frequency has to be optimized by proper positioning of the plasma with 
respect to the vessel. Operation with ELMs does not impair the density - or 
the 13 -limit. H-mode operation well below ~ = 3 is possible with still good 
confinement. ELMs are characterized by a precursor in the frequency range 
of 100 - 200 kHz which initiates a short highly turbulent phase which causes 
enhanced losses. These features are observed in singular ELMs or in those 
which appear in a burst of rapid ELMs at low or high edge pressure. 

Edge drift velocity measurements indicate the development of a radial 
E-field close to the separatrix. Whether it corresponds to the bulk ion 
pressure gradient cannot be resolved. There is, however, indirect evidence: 
the drift velocity increases gradual1y during the quiescent H-phase on a time 
scale similar to that of the edge gradients; both the edge gradients and the 
drift velocity are strongly reduced in ELMy phases. Edge fluctuations 
develop in the quiescent H-mode which reduce the edge electron temperature. 
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DISCUSSION 

H. BIGLARI: Sinee the sampling times ofyour speetroseopic measurements of 
poloidal rotation are signifieantly longer than the time-se ale for the L-H transition 
« 1 ms), do you think that anything eonclusive ean really be said on the basis ofyour 
data regarding the incidenee of (sheared) poloidal flow and the suppression of 
turbulent fluetuations? 

F. WAGNER: About 20% of the overall inerease of v.L observed during the 
quieseent H-phase eould oeeur instantly without being deteeted. 

R. R. WEYNANTS: I would like to point out that aeeording to Shaing's theory 
the eleetrie field has to be about 3-4 times higher after the transition than the pressure 
gradient term before the transition. During the H-mode the eleetrie field ean relax 
to rather close to the pressure gradient term and the plasma will not go out of the 
H-mode. 

K. ITOH: Have you studied the eorrelation between the frequeney and the 
stationarity ofthe diseharge, for example with regard to impurity eontent or density? 
Is there any threshold frequeney of ELMs required for a stationary H-mode to be 
aehieved? 

F. WAGNER: There is an inverse relation between Zeff and ELM frequeney. 
Our aetual task in the experiment was to optimize the eonditions in sueh a way that 
steady state eonditions would prevail at sufficiently low Zeff and sufficiently high 
eonfinement time. The example shown had ZeCC < 2, f H - 1.9 and {31{3crit - 0.7. 
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R.J. TAYLOR: We are getting eloser to agreement with you. What is your 
spatial resolution on the rotation measurements? 

F. WAGNER: About 1 em. 
R.J. TAYLOR: Then I think we are in 100% agreement, and that you have a 

bifureated rotation just like those on DIII-D and CCT. 


